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How was your summer? 
When asked this, most 
people mention the rain, 
but I have to say I didn’t 
notice it that much, there 
were just too many exciting 
things going on. 

Living in London, we were 
warned to avoid doing this and that
but, during the Olympics travel around
London was quicker and more effi-
cient than usual. I couldn’t decide if
people just stayed away or if they had
all headed off to the Olympic venues.
Either way, it was a great atmosphere
in the capital and I soon got quite
glued to the daily routine of watching
sports I didn’t have a clue about and
really enjoying it all. 

My favourite of the entertainments
was the opening show of the Olympic
games, although the closing and both
Paralympic ceremonies were spectac-
ular too. I knew two nurses in the NHS
section of the first event but there was
so much going on I didn’t spot them.
Did you get to any of the live events?

My husband luckily got tickets for
the athletics on Super Saturday, and
also for a synchronised swimming
event. Wondering if I could physically
last the pace at the athletics, I per-
suaded my eldest son to take my
place, it seemed right that he would
be able to relate the event to any
grandchildren that may come along
later. They had an amazing time but
then so did I, as I spent a few hours
watching it all on TV while making
cards, and didn’t we do well! 

The synchronised swimming was 
a much shorter event, our session
was the technical section which only
lasted 45 minutes. The Olympic Park
was amazing but so massive and, by
the time I got to the Aquacentre, I was
worn out and that was before I had to
climb around 200 steps to get to my
seat! We were so high up, it was hot
and noisy and I couldn’t see the top 
of the highest diving board, so just as
well I wasn’t there to see Tom Daly. 

Well no sooner had we arrived than
it was time to go back down, but the
atmosphere was great. I was also
quite overwhelmed by the helpful and
very friendly games makers they were
truly wonderful and many I spoke to
had made sacrifices to be part of the
experience. 

I went with a friend to the Victory
Parade but we timed it badly and got
caught in a position that had us about
20 rows from the front, so all I could
do was hold up my phone on video
mode and hope for the best, and the
images were not that great. We did
catch the red arrows overhead a bit
later while in Regent Street, and 
I ended the afternoon ‘falling into 
Liberty’s where I bought some more
lovely fabrics for my cards so it wasn’t
a complete waste of the day! 

The past few weeks have seemed
dull and flat after so much excitement,
the cold weather has set in and the
daylight hours have shortened consid-
erably. But, as I’ve mentioned before,
the Autumn edition of our magazine is
my favourite of the year with so many
beautiful Christmas ideas to make. 

I’m off to New York for a weekend
break on Friday for a belated Anniver-
sary celebration. I’ve already arranged
with a fabric store online for a delivery
to the hotel, and you guessed it, I’m
travelling out with a half-empty large
sized suitcase - it will be full on my 
return, within the duty free allowance
of course!

More news next time!



Strip Trees
By Joan Bowman
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR163P Green Stars and
SR063P Green Christmas Stripes.

Card: GB04A4 Glitter White and 
MIR01CA4 Mirri Gold.

Ribbons: MTR18-61 Green Punto, MTR41-70
Cream Dotty Chic, MTR41-85 Black Dotty Chic,
MTR40-03 Iridescent and MTR40-51 Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL793U-44 Red Dotty Border,
XL175U-01 Gold Stars and XL458U-01 Wording.

Gems: GEM88 Red 3mm. GEM91 Red 4mm and
GEM80 Gold 4mm.

Card Mount: SF01U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Punto ribbon above this then an 8mm wide piece of
glitter board after a 5mm gap.

Cut an 18mm wide x 110mm long strip from a
medium green part of the paper and stick diagonally
across the tree, from the top of the bright green strip
to the bottom star strip on the right (see the photo
above). Trim to the edges of the tree.

Cut a paper border strip for the card front to 15mm
wide x 210mm long, I have used the “Christmas
Wishes” part of the paper keeping the red stripe too.
Use another part if you prefer a different greeting.
Stick this along the fold of the card and trim to the
edges. Add a strip of dotty border beside this.

Add the tree and pot to the card, centring on the
white part and with the pot at about 8mm from the
bottom edge.

Stick a strip of iridescent spark ribbon across the
green diagonal strip on the tree, leaving the ends
long. Cut a 6mm strip of glitter card and gold card
and stick these across as shown. Add the gems, a
large star at the top of the tree, the words to the
lower right corner and then scatter medium and 
small stars over the background.

A simple idea for using up lots of bits and pieces
from your scrap box. Use bright gemstones, glitter
card, and sparkly ribbons to add a bit of glitz.

Cut a triangle tree from green star paper, mine is
100mm wide x 125mm tall. Cut a 12cm strip of pale
green stars from the striped paper and trim one edge
with any fancy shape scissors. Stick the strip along
the bottom of the tree, overlap just enough to stick
nicely and trim the sides in line with the tree.

Cut a piece from the wide star strip about 6cm
long, cut in half and join to make a wider strip then
cut the pot from it. Cover the join with a narrow strip
of white glitter card, see below.

Everything else can be a random as you like, or
you can follow the instructions below to make one
just like mine. All the straight pieces are simply stuck
across the tree shape and trimmed to the edge. 

From the bottom, leave a 2mm gap and stick the
Punto ribbon across. Leave a 5mm gap and stick a
10mm strip of bright green paper cut from the stripes
sheet. Leave a 5mm gap and stick the cream dotty
ribbon and then the gold spark ribbon across.

Cut a piece of the narrow
dark star stripe from the
paper leaving a bit of the
paler green each side, so 
it measures about 12mm
deep and stick this across. 

Add a strip of black dotty
ribbon next leaving a gap
of about 2mm. Use the

Actual Size



Star Trees
By Wendy Green
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scrap of Silver Holographic Card.

Threads: MEC13 Black Glitter, MEC04 Green
Metallic and MEH04 Green Holographic.

Peel Off Stickers: ZL175U-72 Stars, ZL793U-82
Dotty Border and ZL534U-82 Wording.

Green Peel-Off Pen: LUM01 (set of pens).

Sewing Needle.

Card Mount: DF01U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Lay the tracing over the front of the centre panel 
of the card blank, placing it a little below centre as
shown. Hold in place with masking tape and prick
through each hole, going through the tracing and the
card mount.

Stitch the stars using a mix of the three threads,
you can do this randomly or follow the colours on the
diagram. Stick the end of the thread to the back of
the card blank, bring the needle up at point 1 then
down at 2, up at 3, down at 4, up at 5 and down at 
1, up at 2 and down at 3, up at 4 and down at 5 to 
complete. Fix the thread to the back of the card in
between each star.

Colour the gold outline of each of the small stick-
er stars using green pen, so only the silver centre
shows, then stick them randomly in between the
stitched stars.

Stick the back flap of the card behind the stitching.
Add a row of dotty border sticker each side approx.
1cm from the edges. Add the wording across the top.

Transfer the pot shape to silver holographic card
and cut it out, I have run mine through a ribbler for
added texture. Stick in place using sticky fixers.

MEC13

MEC04

MEH04

1

2

3 4

5

Stitch Guide

These trees are quick and simple to stitch and can
be made in so many different colour combinations,
they are sure to be a winner.

Actual Size

Place a piece of tracing paper over the diagram,
hold in place with a little masking tape and trace
each of the dots and the pot shape.



Diamonds & Stars
By Margaret McQuillan
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched on 22 Count White Hardanger Fabric. 

Stitch Count: Width 54 x Depth 54

Threads: No 8 Cotton Perle: Mid Green, 
Deep Green, Variegated Red.

Card: White, Bright Red and Deep Green.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL793U-41 Dotty Borders and
XL730U-01 Happy Christmas.

Tag: TAG01C-164 Evergreen (assorted size sheet). 

Pepita Ribbon: MTR19-20 Red.

Card Mount: SF03C-159 Bright Red or 
AP67U-18 Deep Red.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Stitch the design following the chart and using the
flat photo above right to guide you.

If you prefer to mount straight into an aperture,
choose an AP67 card. To mount the card as shown
below, add a line of dotty borders around the edge of
the stitching. Matt onto a piece of white
card (to prevent the green card showing
through), then trim the fabric and card
to the outer edge of the stickers.

Matt onto green, white then red card as shown,
add another line of dotty borders around the edge
and stick in place. 

Tie the ribbon through the tag and trim the ends
as necessary. Add the Christmas greeting and
mount using sticky fixers.
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Die-Cut Découpage
By Jenny Kearley
INTRODUCTION:

These beautiful blue designs with silver foiled
details look wonderfully cold and Christmassy. 

We wanted you to be able to see through the
branches of the trees which surround these pretty
Christmas scenes, so we have come up with a dif-
ferent way of using the découpage sheets where
some parts of the image are below the base layer
and some above, giving them a deep layered look
without being too bulky. I hope you agree that the
technique really does add impact to the whole
card and that you love them as much as we do.

As each design is printed on more than one
sheet, they only come in packs containing every-
thing you need to make the complete card.

Christmas Night 1: PKDCG003 (Above Right)
Insert: Fold the insert with the picture out and work the insert
layers onto this. 
Insert Layers 1 & 2: Use a sticky fixer at the top of the houses
and glue the bottom edge.
Insert Layer 3: Sticky fix the top of the snow and tree then glue
at the sides and the bottom edge.
Insert Layer 4: Curve both sides of the tree down and sticky 
fix by the centre. Stick the insert into the card in the usual way,
ensuring it is perfectly central top and bottom, so the main layers
when placed centrally onto the card front will align to it also.
Main Layer 1: Carefully remove all the little pieces from the tree
branches (see below for tips), Cut between the Christmas tree
and the white tree on the right hand side and curve the Christmas
tree down at the cut. Sticky fix this onto the card front aligning
the image with the image on the insert sheet.

Main Layer 2: Curve the tree to give it a nice shape, sticky fix
into place and glue at the right hand edge.
Main Layer 3: Sticky fix over the top.

Christmas Night 2: PKDCG004 (Below Left)
Insert: Fold the insert with the picture out and work the insert
layers onto this. 
Insert Layers 1 & 2: Sticky fix the top of all pieces and glue the
bottom edge.
Insert Layer 3: Sticky fix the top edge, in the centre only then
glue the sides and the bottom edge. Stick the insert into the card
aligning carefully as for the previous design.
Main Layer 1: Carefully remove all the little pieces from the tree
branches (see below for tips). Sticky fix this onto the card front
aligning the image with the image on the insert sheet.
Main Layer 2: Cut between the Christmas tree and the ground a
little on both sides and curve the ground down at the cuts. Sticky
fix into place but, do not put sticky fixers behind the tree as this
would stick it to the insert.
Main Layer 3: Curve the sides of the tree down and stick with
pads along the centre of the tree only.

Both Designs:
Pressing out all the little pieces between the branches can be a
bit fiddly, but pressing out is far easier than cutting (believe me, I
did it a few times for the testing stage). If you are having difficulty
with this, use a ball end embossing tool on a soft surface and
lightly press the shape you want to remove, most of them will 
just come out but any stubborn ones can be easily removed 
from the back after pressing.
Extra Pieces on the Découpage Sheet: 
Add the foiled greeting panel to the inside of the insert and write
your personal greeting above and/or below.
The square picture panel can be added to the back of the card,
as seen on many pre-made cards, or used to make a complete
extra, small card. 
The sheets also contain a pictorial stamp, if the card is not going
through the post, this can be used in place of a real stamp, or
stuck across the envelope flap. Finally, if you are giving a present
at the same time, you could use the matching gift tag. 



Sticker-Ring
By Jo Crouch
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Snowflake Stickers: XL442U-02 & -08,
XL493U-02, XL631U-02, ZL631U-57,
ZL631U-82 and ZL493U-57 & -82.

Peel Off Stickers: XL751U-02 Wording.

Glitter Board: GB04A4 White Iridescent.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-01 Silver Grey.

Card Mount: JA07U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Use a mix of mostly white snowflakes inside the
ring, on the acetate. Intersperse these with a few
small coloured ones, raise some on sticky fixers. 

Fill in the gaps with smaller flakes, keep the out-
side edge roughly in a circle, no random sticking out
bits. Add a few dots and other shapes from the cen-
tre of the snowflakes to fill in any smaller gaps and 
to decorate the centre of some of the larger flakes.

Tie a bow from grey ribbon and stick to the centre
top, using a little tape on the tails to hold them nicely.
Stick a 190mm square of white glitter board to the
flap behind the aperture and fold the card without
sticking so the design stands away from the back-
ground and looks really three dimensional.

This is a very simple design to make but it
does look so effective. It is also a great way
to use up your part used snowflake sheets.

Larger Than Actual Size

Cut a piece of the acetate to fit behind the 
aperture and stick into place using double 
sided tape. Stick the wording across the cen-
tre of the acetate, at an angle as shown.

The enlarged picture below shows just how 
closely you can place the stickers to form a tightly
packed circle. Stick eight large snowflakes fairly
evenly around the aperture, mixing colours between
the clear, turquoise and silver and place with the cen-
tre of the flake at the edge of the aperture. As a guide
I’ve marked each of these with 
a red dot in the small picture.

With this as a starting point, 
add large flakes amongst 
these, on the card not on the 
acetate (green dots). Some 
of these should be raised on 
sticky fixers and some stuck 
straight onto the card.
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR048P Space Stars.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL194U-03 Nativity,
XL199U-01 and -03 Large Nativity, 
XL590U-03 Bethlehem Scene, XL591U-03 
Camel Scene, XL791U-03 Camel Scene 2, 
XL731U-03 Wording Mix and ZL793U-41 
Dotty Borders.

Platin Ribbon: MTR12-01 Gold.

Card Mounts x 7: SF04U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

1: Cut six of the cards to shape as shown (diagram 1).
Place a line of double sided tape along the outside,
sloped edge on the back and front of each card as
shown, leave the backing on for now. Decorate the
inside of each card, using the pictures to guide you
(excluding the last picture on the next page). 

2b: Place the folded triangle on the left side of the
open triangle on the diagram and mark where the red
dotted line meets the triangle at each end. Place this
7mm edge under a ruler, hold the ruler firmly and fold
both layers of paper along the ruler. You can now re-
verse the fold on one side to make a folded down lip,
on both long edges, see next step.

3a: With the backing still on the tape, place one roof
triangle onto one folded card as shown so the lip of
the roof overhangs the card. Test this out to ensure
you have the placement right and the card opens 
and closes nicely. Remove the backing and stick the
roof into place. 3b: Trim the points to the edge of 
the card. Do the same for each of the sections.

4: Begin with the last segment in your set of scenes,
place the piece on the table with the highest point to
the left as shown. Stick double sided tape around the
4 edges on this side, close to the edge but not over
it. Take the next folded segment and stick exactly
over the first, matching the roof, the right hand side

2: Cut six 90mm x 106mm triangles from the star
paper. The best way to do this without any waste is
to cut two 90mm deep strips of paper, and mark the
triangles on the white side, right way up then upside
down next to each other along the strips.

2a: Fold each triangle in half with the white side out.
Use a corner rounder on the folded corner of each 
triangle or cut it by hand (see the diagram). This 
gives a little dipped shape when it is opened out, but
leave it folded for now.

Carousel Card
By Iris Tyler

I often make this card using a little set of
rubber stamps I have that tell the story of
Christmas. The birth, the journey etc., but I
have recreated it here using peel-off stickers.
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and the bottom edges. Tape the 
new top piece as before and add 
the next segment until you have 
all six segments in place.

5: The next step is shown unfold-
ed for clarity, but your stack will 
be folded, and the left hand side 
is the back of the bottom segment. 
Add a strip of tape across the mid-
dle as shown, going around the 
spine. Cut a 30cm length of gold ribbon and stick 
it along the strip of tape leaving both ends long.

6: Take the last, unused card, measure and score a
fold line at 4mm from the pre scored fold on both
sides, then fold forward on both these lines. 

7: Wrap the card around the folded pages, the
creases you have just made should be in line with 
the spine edge of the pages, and the bottom aligned.

Draw a light pencil mark along the
top of the pages (red line), and 
trim to the pencil line. Add double
sided tape around the four edges
of the pages stack, going over the
ribbon but leaving the ribbon ends
free, and stick the cover in place
aligning the front edge.

There will be a little excess at
the spine to allow the card to open

out and form a pretty carousel, tied with the ribbon.
Decorate the front with the wording stickers and a
few little motifs from the sticker sheet (centre photo).

The back cover has a little prayer which is typed 
on a computer and printed out, to be stuck neatly on
the back, this could be any wording you like. 

Edge the page with a gold sticker dotty border to
add a little bit of sparkle.



Christmas Parchment
By Amanda Dray
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MATERIALS FOR THE BOX:

Thick Parchment Paper: TR005.

White Ink and Pen or Gel Pen.

Black Ink and Pen or Fineliner.

Felt Tipped Pens: Yellow, Dark Green, 
Medium Green and Light Green.

3mm Wide Ribbon: MTR39-20 Red.

6 Red Wooden Beads, approx. 7mm diameter.

Black Cotton and White Candle.

Small, Medium and Large Ball Embossing Tools.

Single and Twin Needle Embossing Tools.

Embossing and Piercing Mats.

TO MAKE THE BOX:

Place the parchment over the box lid diagram and
secure with masking tape. Trace the entire design in
white ink using a ruler for the straight lines, include
the lines and the tabs. Still using white ink, draw over
the grid pattern within the top square and around the
sides as shown then remove from the diagram.

Turn the traced design over and place on an em-
bossing mat. Rub the white candle gently over the 
frill areas and emboss all the frills that are to the front
of the design (shown pink on the diagram). Use a
small tool to emboss a single dot in the centre of
each diamond on all five sides.

Turn the design over and emboss the rest of the 
frill (all the areas not done from the back).

Place the work on the piercing mat and make a
row of holes all around the outside of the frill (see
close up picture below, but note the excess paper
will still be in place). Use a knife and ruler to cut the
straight sides and tabs then snip between the holes
to remove the excess paper along the frilled edges.

With the design face down, emboss around the 
top square of the lid, and between each tab and box
side. Fold along the scored lines. Trim each tab to
about half of its width and make up the lid with a 
little glue on each tab.

Work the base in exactly the same way except, do
not emboss the dots on the centre base square, so
the box will sit flat when made up. Trim all the edges
straight with a knife and ruler, no piercing.

Stick a length of ribbon around the top of the frill
on the lid and glue a bow over the front. 

HOLLY LEAVES & BERRIES:

Trace leaves 1, 2, 7 and two x 5 from the diagram
using black for the outer edge and white for the veins
(match the numbers on the box-top photo). 

Turn the leaves over and emboss small areas on
each one to give the effect of light reflecting off them.
Turn over, so you are now working on the front, and
colour each one using shades of green and yellow.

Pierce around the edge of each leaf and cut with
parchment scissors to remove the excess. Use a
pencil or fine paintbrush handle to curl the leaves 
into natural looking shapes. Keep these for the top 
of the box once the berries have been worked.
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Secure a piece of parchment, at least 14cm square,
over the grid, leave approx. 2cm from the edge of the
parchment at the top and left, then pierce 4 rows of
64 holes along the top.

Count 3 rows of grid holes below the pierced ones
and 3 holes to the left and make another row of 4 x
64 holes going down the grid. Do the same on the 
right side and across the bottom. You can trace all
the dots from the diagram if you don’t have a grid.

The berries are made from red wooden beads, if
you only have unpainted or the wrong colour ones,
use red acrylic paint and varnish them when dry.

Cut 10 lengths of black cotton about 6cm long, lay
them together and tie around the middle with another
piece of black cotton (see diagram on next page).
Thread the ends of the ‘tie’ through the hole in a bead
and pull the bunch of cotton pieces through the hole
until the fold just reaches the other side. Cut off the
pulling thread at the bead and put a small blob of
glue over the ends to hold in place. Trim the other
ends of cotton so they are protruding about 1mm
above the bead. Do the same to the other five beads. 

Place the pierced sheet over the wording diagram
and trace just the outline of the words in gold ink.
Use a pencil and ruler to lightly trace the line around
the pattern.

Remove the pattern from the diagram, place face
down on an embossing mat, lightly rub over the back
of the words with the wax candle and emboss be-
tween the gold outlines.

5 5

7

 2

1

EXTRA MATERIALS FOR THE CARD:

Gold Ink and 4 Red Brads.

PCA Bold Parchment Grid (optional).

Victorian Pattern Scissors: SCI19 (or similar). 

Card Mount: SF06U- 45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Slots

No Slots

Turn the work back over, so you are working on the
front and, using either parchment scissors or snips,
cut out two rows of 32 crosses on all four sides of the
design (see green crosses 1). Then, starting from one
end of a side, make the first pair of crosses into a slot
by snipping out the little piece of parchment between
them (see pink snip lines 2). Do the same to the next
pair of crosses so you have two slots. Leave the next
pair of crosses as crosses. Make the next two pairs
of crosses into slots again. Continue like this along
the complete row, then do the same for the other
three sides.

Use the Victorian scissors to cut along the pencil
line around the design to remove the excess paper.

Temporarily secure the design to another, slightly
larger piece of parchment and using the victorian
scissors, cut the new paper at about 2mm from the

1

2

Enlarged to Show Details

Arrange the 
leaves and berries 
onto the lid of the box using the photograph above 
to guide you. Glue the leaves and berries in place,
tucking the beads in as shown.
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Cut
Cut

Glue

Pull Threads

Box Base - Actual Size

Beads

edge of the previous one, making sure you match up
the cut pattern as you work your way around. Make a
small pencil mark in one corner of both layers before
removing the tape so you can easily match them
back up later. Draw around the fancy cut edges, on
the front side of both pieces using white ink.

Thread a piece of ribbon through the slots on the
design, starting at one end of one side, pass the rib-
bon from the back to the front through the first slot
and down through the next slot, leave approx.1cm of

ribbon at each end so that you can turn it behind 
itself and glue it down. Once all four sides are done,
match the two layers, using your pencil marks, and
glue together using small spots of glue behind the
ribbon. Rub out your pencil marks.

Use red brads through the parchment and card to
hold the design on the card front. Make a spray of
holly leaves as before, using leaves 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6.
Stick them to the card adding five berries made in 
the same way as for the box.
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Actual Size

Box Lid
1

2

3

4

6

7

5

Card Front



Poinsettia Panels
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR272P, SR276P,
SR278P, SR280P Poinsettia and Vine
Designs, SR108P Green Words and
SR107P Red Scrolls.

Stardust Glitter Paper: STG01PA4 Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL807U-01 Swirls &
XL751U-01 Swish Happy Christmas.

Shaped Scissors.

2mm Gems: GEM58 Gold.

Platin Ribbon: MTR12-01 Gold.

Card Mount: HG03U-18 Deep Red.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of the large Poinsettia paper to 120mm
x 155mm, I lined this up through the centre of the
small flowers. Stick the paper to the top right of the
card, approximately 6mm from the edge.

It doesn’t really matter what style scissors you use,
but a shape rather than a deckle is better. With these
shaped scissors, the pattern on one side of the cut
paper will be the reverse of the pattern on the other.
Both sides are used in different areas of this design
but it’s not important, either side will look good. 

Cut a piece of gold paper to 80mm x 188mm, trim
about 5mm from one long edge with shaped scis-
sors, keep both pieces. Stick the wide piece to the
left side of the card with the shaped edge about 4mm
from the fold. 

Make the lower border across the card as follows.
Stick the narrow gold strip in place about 4mm below
the main panel with the shaped edge to the top. Cut
a reverse edge narrow strip from the cream paper
using the shaped scissors. Cut a poinsettia border
from the sheet, stick the bottom of this border onto
the straight edge of the cream strip then stick this
across the card, just overlapping the gold strip plac-
ed earlier. Trim the ends to the edges of the card.

Cut a piece of red scroll paper to 70mm x 180mm
to go over the gold panel on the card and over the
border across the card. Trim one long edge with the
shaped scissors. Stick this in place with the shaped
edge to the right hand side.

Cut a 60mm x 200mm piece of red and green vine
paper, stick a strip of ribbon across the panel and
fold the ends to the back about 35mm up from the
bottom. Stick the panel over the red scroll paper, 
positioning the ribbon level with the bottom of the
poinsettia panel on the card. Trim the top and bot-
tom edges to the card.

To make the fancy edged panel, first cut a square
of cream vine paper to 110mm x 110mm. Use the
shaped scissors to trim all four edges, lightly fold the
paper in half at the edge only (do not press in the
crease) place a ‘peak’ of the scissor pattern at the
fold and trim through both layers at once which will
give you a central design. Trim both ends separately
to complete the pattern. Do the same for the other
edges, I shaped the corner by hand as I didn’t like
the pattern the scissors left. The finished panel
should be about 105mm square.

Cut a square of gold paper about 8mm larger, stick
this panel onto the centre and trim the gold paper to
shape, aligning the patterns and trimming the corners

With the massive swing towards die
cutting machines, I decided to dust off 
my old shaped scissors and prove that a
good result is easily achievable without
expensive cutting equipment. Of course,
if you already have a selection of dies 
and a machine, this design would work
just as well done that way.
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VARIATION:

For a fresher look try the papers with
white backgrounds. I have used different
pattern scissors for the main panels and
left one layer straight to add impact.

I used mini gem stars for the border
strip and bigger gems for the flower cen-
tres. The wording didn’t stand out so 
well on this paper so I coloured it using 
a red Lumocolor pen.

The diamonds for this one were made
from squares folded to a kite shape, this
gives a deeper design but looks more
chunky, either method works well.

Large

Medium

SmallmallS

Actual Size

by hand. Stick to the red scrolls paper 
and trim in the same way.

Sticky fix this complete panel to the 
card, placing it with an equal top, side 
and bottom border of the poinsettia 
panel showing.

Add a small scroll sticker to the top 
left and bottom right corners, I have 
extended these with a few of the little 
scrolls but that is best done once the 
flowers are in place. Add the wording 
and a star from the wording sheet.

Make the flowers, these are in the 
same style as those on the background 
paper, using diamond shapes. Trace 
the three diamonds from the diagram 
and make a pattern to draw around, 
be as accurate as possible with the 
shapes so they fit together neatly. 

Cut 8 green from the largest and 
16 red from the smallest. Then cut 16 
green and 8 red from the medium size.

Use a scrap of paper, around 2cm 
square, to assemble the flower on to. 
Begin with the large green diamonds, 
fold each diamond in half along the 
length to add shape and open out as you use them. 
Glue one point to the centre of the scrap, take a sec-
ond diamond and stick point to point with the first. 

Add one to each side to make a cross then add
one between each to complete the ring. Add the
largest red diamonds over the green in the same

manner, placing the points between the green ones,
glue at the centre and add a mini fixer or silicone at
the widest point to lift them from the green.

Make 2 more flowers in the same way, using the
smaller diamonds. Use a cluster of mini gems in the
centre of each, making the larger flower centre larger.

Arrange and stick these to the shaped
panel on the card, using silicone allows
you to tilt them and raise the large one
nicely. Add extra scrolls, sticking out 
from under the flowers to look pleasing.
Stick a gold gem to the centre of each
flower on the poinsettia border. Tie a 
bow from the gold ribbon and stick over
the band of ribbon.



Hardanger Tree
By Roz Watnemo of Nordic Needle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Finished Size of Design: 2.75” x 5.25” 
(6.7cm x 13.4cm). 

Stitch Count Width 60 x Height 120.

5” x 7” (12.5cm x 17.5cm) White Congress Cloth,
24 Count by Zweigart.

Anchor Pearl Cotton Size #8, Colour 0218 Green
or Variegated Green.

DMC Pearl Cotton Size #12 White.

Mounting Tape: Stitchery Tape 
(available from Nordic Needle item 7409).

Card Mount: AP38G-GO-23, Green/Gold Tree.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fold the fabric in half both ways to find the centre.
Count 2 fabric threads to the right of the centre hole
and 14 threads up to begin the first satin stitch block
(see arrow) using size #8 green pearl cotton thread. 

Work all the satin stitch blocks, the solid motifs
(also satin st.) and back stitches using the chart to
guide you. Work the eyelets as shown below, bringing
the needle up at the centre hole, down in the first cor-
ner (1), up at the centre, down at 2 etc. all the way
round as shown by the green dots.

X

Eyelets

Cable Stitch

Woven Bars

Back Stitch
Satin Block 
Solid Motifs

1 2
3 

Copyright 2012, Nordic Needle, Inc., USA

Eyelets

1
3

2

111
333

222

Satin Stitch
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Basic Hardanger Embroidery stitch instructions are avail-
able online at www.nordicneedle.net in the “stitches” link.

Nordic Needle, 1314 Gateway Drive, Fargo, ND 58103 USA
www.nordicneedle.com; email: askme@nordicneedle.com

a Bunad to show Hardanger lace on an apron border,
or on cuffs and collars of their traditional dress.

Hardanger embroidery is a counted thread embroi-
dery where some of the fabric threads are cut and 
removed, leaving a network of threads to be stitched
with lacy filling stitches. Today we use Hardanger 
for table linens, runners, doilies, clothing embellish-
ments, framed art, ornaments, card inserts, bellpulls,
and many other creative ways. Traditionally it was 
always white thread on white fabric, but today many
colours are used for a more contemporary look.

Using my own Hardanger embroidery designs for
card inserts is what brought me to Craft Creations 
a few months ago. Small Hardanger embroidery 
designs are what many stitchers drift towards doing
in today’s busy world. We (Nordic Needle) began of-
fering Hardanger Embroidery Clubs in 2010 and our
first Club featured designs to fit inside greeting card
openings. Over 800 stitchers joined the Club and
each month they received a new embroidery design
and a card, and all the materials needed to stitch it. 

Since that first Card Club, we have offered other
Clubs for Hardanger Christmas Ornaments, Hard-
anger Bookmarks, Cross Stitch, Canvaswork, a 
Hardanger Sampler and now are introducing the 
second Card Club for Hardanger. 

In addition to these, the first ever Huck Embroidery
(Swedish Weaving) Club that is also using cards is
just beginning. I was thrilled to discover the vast 
selection of cards with various size and shape open-
ings from Craft Creations and immediately started
designing Hardanger embroidery designs for this 
new club.

Basic Hardanger Embroidery stitch instructions are
available free online at www.nordicneedle.net in the
“stitches” link. The website www.nordicneedle.com
features over 19,000 items for Hardanger embroidery
and dozens of other fine embroidery techniques,
many of which fit nicely into Craft Creations cards. 

Nordic Needle has been in business since 1975,
specializing in Hardanger embroidery and selling fine
embroidery supplies around the world.

Work the cable stitches as shown above. Begin
with steps A and B, repeating these two steps until
you need to turn a corner. To turn the corner follow
steps C, D and E in turn then continue the double
row as before, the green dots show where the next
stitches will be placed.

Continue with cutting the fabric threads where 
indicated on the chart by the red lines. Remove the
cut threads. Use white size #12 pearl cotton for the
woven bars and centre web. 1. Bring the needle up in
the centre of the first of the four bars to be woven,
bring the needle around the outer two fabric threads
and back to the centre. 2. Bring the needle around
the inner two fabric threads and back to the centre.
Continue to the end of the first bar and move directly
to the centre of the second bar. Work 3.5 of the 4
bars then create the centre web as shown below.

1

3 2

11

1

3
2

4
1

2

Woven BarsCable - A & B Cable - C,D & E

A

B

C

D

E

Work the centre web (‘x’ on the chart). 1. Bring the
needle up through the centre of the adjacent woven
bar as shown. 2. Bring the needle under the thread
and under the first side of the next web. 3. Repeat
step 2 for the next bar and finish by bringing the nee-
dle under the first bar where you started from then
finish off the incomplete woven bar.

Finishing: Trim the edges of the fabric to 4” x 6.7”
(10cm x 17cm). Press the Hardanger design with 
right side face down on a terry towel then line up the
stitching evenly behind the card opening. Use the
stitchery tape to secure the stitched design in place
and additional stitchery tape to stick the card closed.

ABOUT HARDANGER: By Roz Watnemo

Hardanger Embroidery is a very old needlework
technique, with its origins in the Hardanger region of
Norway. Similar types of this technique were seen in
different parts of Europe, but the Norwegians claim-
ed it and named it, and use it traditionally in their
Bunads (national costumes). It is quite common for 

1 2

Centre Web



Mr & Mrs Snow
By Diana Beeson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

3mm Quilling Paper: Red, Black, Dark Green,
Deep Pink, Orange and White.

Gold Mirri Paper: MIR01PA4.

Scrap of Black Card: CRE05CA4.

Scrap of Red Card: KA015CA4.

Creative Paper: SR066P Pale Snowflakes.

Paper Punch: 6mm Crescent or 6mm Circle.

Quilling Tool.

Scalloped Circle Die or Punch: 90mm (optional).

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Silver Lines and
XL283U-02 Wording.

Card Mount: SF11U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Punch a scalloped circle from the snowflake paper,
or cut one out, I’ve given the scalloped circle on the
actual size photo (next page) a heavy blue outline, so
it’s easy to trace. Stick the circle centrally onto the
card mount. 

Add a medium width silver border around the very
edge of the front panel and the sticker wording cen-
tred along the bottom.

Both Snowheads: Make these from the white quill-
ing paper. Wind a tight peg on the quilling tool, glue
the end of the first strip and add another, keep
adding strips until the peg measures about 25mm
across (I used 10 strips). Winding with the coil on a
flat, smooth, clean surface will help keep it in place.
Glue the end of the last strip. 

Remove from the tool and gently press the back of
the disc to slightly dome the shape, spread a little
glue across the inside of the dome with your finger
and leave to dry.

I got the idea for this card from a pair of decorated
baubles my mother had. She used to sit them on a
pair of candleholders, one either side of the mantel-
piece, at Christmas.

Push

Squeeze
1 2 3

Wind

Cut

1. Eyes & Mr Snow’s Mouth: Use a crescent punch,
approx. 6mm in diameter if you have one. If not use 
a 6mm circle punch as follows. Punch a circle from
black card, then move the card, so you are punching
part way across the hole left by the first punching,
this will produce a crescent shape. Glue the pieces
into place on the faces, note that Mrs Snow’s eyes 
go the opposite way up to Mr Snow’s eyes.

2. Mr Snow’s Nose: Use 75mm of orange paper,
wind to a tight coil, press the centre to form a cone
about 6mm long and add a little glue inside to hold
the shape. Glue into place.

3. Mrs Snow’s Nose: Use 100mm of orange, wind to
a tight coil and squeeze it to make an oval shape.

4. Mrs Snow’s Mouth:
Use 37mm of deep pink, 
cut in half along the 
length and wind around a 
cocktail stick to make an 
“o” shape.

5. Mr Snow’s Hat Brim: 
Cut the brim from black 
card using the diagram. 
Snip a fringe along the

5

4

Actual Size
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edge as shown then snip a notch at both ends of the
fringe. Score along the dotted line, and lightly fold 
the fringe up as shown. 

Position the hat brim on the front of Mr Snow’s head
with the top of the fringe aligned to the top curve of
the head and stick in place by the fringe only. 

6. Mr Snow’s Hat Top: 
6a. Place one strip of black paper across horizontally
as shown, then using dabs of glue or double-sided
tape on this strip, add seven upright strips going
under then over alternately as shown. 
6b. Slip the next black strip in place going over then
under alternately to produce the weave.
6c. Add three more black strips in the same way, glu-
ing these last four strips in place at the edges only.
Cut a strip of gold paper to 3mm wide and glue on
top of the last black strip as shown. 
6d. Trim all the strips to the weave, except the top
one as shown. Snip at the two places shown (red
lines). Fold the top and sides down at the green line,
tuck the slightly longer strips behind the sides and
glue to hold the folds in place.

Stick Mr Snow’s head into place on the card at a
slight angle as shown. Make sure the brim of the hat

10

Fold

Cut Cut

6a 6b 6c 6d

Actual Size

Enlarged

Flower

little. Cut three gold leaves and
stick them onto the brim along
with the flower. 

10 Holly Leaves & Berries: 
Use 150mm of dark green for
each leaf, wind on the tool and
glue into a loose coil. Pinch both
ends to make an eye shape, then
pinch twice more between the
ends to make the holly shape.
Make berries from 80mm of
bright red, rolled into a tight peg.
Stick a berry under each chin and
a leaf either side of each berry.

is folded up nicely and add a little glue to the front 
of the fringe. Use glue along the edges of the top of
the hat where it touches the card and stick in place,
pressing onto the fringe.

7. Mrs Snow’s Hat Brim: Make this in the same way
as Mr Snow’s brim, but using red card (trace from 
diagram 5). Add the brim to her head in the same
way and stick the head to the card at an angle as
shown making sure the hats do not clash.

8. Mrs Snow’s Hat Top: Decorate the brim with six
hearts made from 75mm lengths of red. Roll both
ends in as shown then fold 
in half to make each heart. 
Arrange three hearts with 
the points upwards over the 
brim and stick in place. Add 
another three, still with the 
points upwards, in a second 
layer. 

9. Mrs Snow’s Flower: Cut a 4mm wide strip of gold
paper and fringe the top as shown. Wind on the tool
and glue the 
end, open the 
petals out just a 

8

9



Chris Mouse
By Kathy Wellavise
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers & Stickers: SR142P Red
Gingham, SR206P Green Stripe, SR252P 
Veneer, CB046P Poinsettias and CIM522A
Squirrel Scene.

Scraps of Card: Pale Yellow, Bright Yellow,
Dark Brown, Blue, Green, Silver Mirri
MIR02CA4 and Gold Centura CNT101CA4.

Scraps of Paper/Acetate: Gold Crinkle
MC01A4, Handmade White HND01A4, 
Plain White and Clear Acetate PET01.

Vivelle: VIV02A4 Grey, VIV18A4 Dusky Pink
and VIV20A4 Deep Red.

Ribbon/Bows: MTR09-01 Gold, BOW07-05
Red and BOW31-05 Red x 2.

Gold Label Stickers: XL780U-01 Loopy 
Borders, XL761U-01 & -03 Love Coffee, 
XL759U-05 & -08 Alphabet, ZL175U-59 Stars,
ZL729U-54 Dots and ZL490U-55 Mistletoe.

3mm Gems: GEM65 Iridescent and GEM88 Red.

Pipe Cleaner: PIP26 Glitter Green.

Thread: MEH04 Holographic Green.

Tag: TAG01C-164 Green and 6mm Paper Punch.

Card Mount: HG03U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a 195mm square from the veneer paper. Cut a
mousehole into the bottom centre of the paper with
the grain going from top to bottom. Place the veneer
paper in position over the front panel of the card and
draw the mousehole onto the card. Remove the ve-
neer paper and cut the mousehole from the card. 

Cut the dark brown card to 130mm x 160mm and
stick in place on the back of the veneer paper cover-
ing the mousehole and aligning the bottom edges.
Cut the mousehole into the brown card leaving a
3mm wide border showing inside the veneer. Stick
this panel centrally onto the front of the folded card
mount and draw a crack going up from the top point. 

Cover the inside back panel of the card with green
stripe paper with the stripes going vertically. Cut a

38mm wide strip of red vivelle carpet and stick in
place across the bottom edge.

Trace all the bed and mouse pieces from the dia-
gram, including the shorter brown bed end (8) as
shown. Transfer to the appropriate colour card or
paper and cut out. Assemble the bed in the order
shown by the numbers on the pieces. Stick them to-
gether with glue or tape except for the knobs, posts,
sheet and mouse which are sticky fixed in place. With
the card folded, stick the bed nicely into position. 

Punch the holes into the deep yellow part of the
cheese and stick the two pieces together as shown.
Wrap a short piece of gold ribbon around the end,
and mount using sticky fixers. Make up the little gift
tag and tie ribbon through the hole. Sticky fix to the
carpet with the top end just resting on the cheese.

Cut a long 10mm wide strip of veneer paper with
the grain going from top to bottom. Snip off a 48mm
length for the shelf, fold in half along the length and
mount as shown using a double layer of sticky fixers. 

Make two little greetings cards for the shelf using
the image stickers and coloured card. Sticky fix them
closed and sticky fix to the wall behind the shelf. 

From the veneer strip, snip off two x 38mm for the
table top and four x 15mm for the legs. Stick a pair 
of legs behind each top. Place one table face up and
sticky fix the other on top. Stick onto the card mak-
ing sure it does not show when the card is closed.

There is a rather long list of materials for this
sweet design, but most of them are tiny bits
and pieces that you may well already have, or
can easily be substituted for something similar.
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x4
x2

For Veneer
Trace This Line

1. Bed Base

7. Mouse

5. Bedcover

6. Sheet

9. Veneer Bed End

8. Brown Bed End

4. Pillow

2 & 3

12 & 13

10 & 11

Actual Size

Make the mirror from silver mirri paper with a ve-
neer frame measure from the diagram for the sizes,
sticky fix in place and add the holly and berries.

Roll the crackers (27mm wide) from 20 x 27mm ob-
longs of crinkle paper, tie at each end with the green
thread and stick in place. Stick the poinsettia border
in place and add loopy stickers with red gems placed
across them, and a bow in the centre.

Sticky fix a black saucer onto the wall above the
table, along with a gold ‘nibbled’ cake and holly. 

Make a pipe cleaner tree, cut a 50mm trunk then
cut the remaining pipe cleaner into four equal pieces
for the branches. Wrap each branch onto the tree
with a single twist around the stem, and trim the
upper ones to make a narrower top. Cut the pot and
rim for the tree from gold card, I’ve embossed lines
and a pattern onto mine. Sticky fix the tree and pot to
the front panel then add a sticker star and a red bow. 

Place the white sticker letters along the top of the
card and overlay with green, offsetting them slightly.
Add loopy stickers and gems as shown. 

Stick the mistletoe onto a scrap of acetate and cut
out, stick in place (by the bow) above the mousehole
then add iridescent gems over the berries. Cover the
sticker bow with a red check ribbon bow. 



Advent Calendar
By Susan Barlow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR157P Pale Snowflakes. 

Creative Card: CRC158P x 2 Dark Snowflakes.

Festive Creative Image Stickers (CIM Codes) 
of your choice x 25 (all portrait style, except 
2 of the medium which are landscape style): 
8 x Small, 16 x Medium and 1 Large. 

Creative Borders: CB020P Snowflakes and 
CB032P Cream Holly, 

Gold Label Stickers: ZL794U-42 Numbers,
ZL758U-52 Letters, ZL633U-81 Lines, ZL524U-52
Christmas, ZL707U-52 Large Tree, ZL184U-52
Trees, ZL493U-52 Snowflakes ZL698U-52
Starflakes, ZL175U-52 Stars & ZL729U-54 Dots.

Centura Paper: CNT101PA4 Gold and
CNT136PA4 Fresh White. 

Card Mount: DF01U-29 Dark Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut three panels of snowflake card to fit onto the
card blank panels, without covering the creases.
Note: The side panels on the card are slightly nar-
rower than the centre one. 

The actual size diagram on the next page is for
marking the windows onto the snowflake card. The
black lines (including those at the side edges) are for
the two side panels and the red lines are for the 

centre panel. The side edges shown are approximate
as you will have hand cut them.

Mark the windows onto the two slightly narrower
snowflake panels using the black lines. Then mark
the windows onto the centre panel using the red
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31 x 43mm

31 x 43mm

23 x 33mm

23 x 33mm

23 x 33mm 23 x 33mm

43 x 31m
m

42 x 62mm
43 x 31m

m

31 x 43mm

31 x 43mm 31 x 43mm

31 x 43mm 31 x 43mm

11mm

12.5
mm

22mm

11mm

12.5
mm

22mm

Actual Size:  

Use Black Lines For The Side Panels

And Red Lines For The Centre Panel

lines, you may find it easier to trace the curved top 
of the middle window. You can mark onto the back of
the card as the panels are symmetrical.

Using a knife and ruler, cut the windows from each
panel leaving the frames intact. Position (don’t stick)
the snowflake panels on the inside of the double fold
card, lightly draw all the window shapes onto the
panel behind then remove the snowflake panels. 

Starting with the two side panels of the double 
fold card and using the marked shapes to guide you,
stick oblongs of gold or white paper alternately (as
shown by the shading on the diagram), making them
approximately the same as the sizes shown. 

Use gold paper for all the centre panel pieces in
the same way, except for the round topped shape
which does not need any backing paper.

Choose a large size creative image for the centre-
piece. Trim the borders from this sticker so all you
have is the actual image, then stick it in place ensur-
ing you cover all the pencil lines. The smaller stickers
are placed later, and don’t need trimming. 

Stick the snowflake panels into place over the 
double fold card, using a line of glue or tape along
the top, bottom and side edges only. Keep any glue
or tape well away from the windows as you will need
to tuck the tabs into them later. 
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TO MAKE THE COVERS:

Choose a good selection of festive images in small
and medium sizes and stick one neatly into the cen-
tre of each window, firming them down well.

Stick snowflake borders along the top and bottom
edges of the panels, cutting them at the fold. Place a
wide line sticker along the middle of each border.

Decorate the panels with peel-off stickers using
the photo to guide you. Use the large tree and a large
starflake in the middle as shown. Infill the starflakes
with waste from the sticker sheet and add red and
gold dots for baubles on the trees. Decorate the out-
side front panel with stickers as shown (main photo),
infilling the starflakes with waste pieces as before.

Cut eight 29 x 40mm oblongs of pale snowflake
paper for the small covers, sixteen at 35 x 51mm for
the medium covers and one large at 51 x 71mm. Cut
the same number of dark snowflake squares, at
15mm for the small covers and 23mm for both the
medium and large covers. Stick a dark square onto
each cover (turn two of the medium covers side-
ways), leaving even borders at the top and sides. 

shown and stick in place with the fold on the green
line, keep the sticky top folded back, so it’s well out
of the way.

4mm

6mm

15

15

15

15

15

2mm

15

1515

10

A A

B

C

4a

4

5

1

12

12

12

10

10

2

These covers have two single tabs at the top (one
each side), and a double tab in the centre at the 
bottom. The tabs are cleverly designed to hold the
covers in place, whilst allowing them to be removed
and replaced as needed.

1. Turn the small and medium covers (two sideways)
face down and mark where the tabs will fit (as shown
by the red lines), at 6mm from the top and bottom
edges; in the centre at the bottom, and 4mm from
each side at the top. Make a small mark at 2mm up
(green line) from the bottom tab mark on each piece.

2. Work the top tabs first. For each tab, cut a 34mm
length of snowflake border, measure 12mm from the
top of the strip and fold as shown to leave a 10mm
sticky end. Place the sticky end on the back of the
pale snowflake oblong 
as shown, make sure 
you align them on the 
marks made earlier to 
ensure a neat finish.

3. For each bottom tab, 
start with a 25mm leng-
th of snowflake border, 
fold (sticky side out) at 
15mm from the end as 

3

4. Cut a 47mm length of holly border, mark 15mm
from the bottom and fold the end as shown. Mark
15mm from the top and fold all the way back (sticky
side out). 

4a. There will be a 2mm sticky edge at the top, on
the back of this piece. Keeping the 15mm sticky top
folded all the way back, stick the 2mm end onto the
cover between the red and green lines as shown. 

5. Bring the two sticky tabs (one snowflake, one
holly) that are facing each other together. Press firmly
then trim 2mm from the top edge (see dashed line) 
to neaten the end. 

6. You will now have two single 
tabs (A) and one double tab (B & 
C) per cover, ‘C’ is the holly tab 
that you use to gently lift the cov-
ers off. 

For the large central cover, use 
two single tabs at the sides for the 
top and the bottom. Place these 
tabs further in from all edges the 
than usual so you have room to 
manoeuvre it into place (about 12mm from the top
and bottom and 10mm from the sides will do). Use a
single holly tab in the middle for lifting.

Hold the cover over the window to be covered, slip
the two top tabs under the inside top of the window
pushing the cover up as far as it will go. Raise the
bottom end of the cover and slip the end of the back
tab under the inside of the lower edge of the window.
Gently lower the end of the cover and the tab will
slide in. Adjust the position of the cover as needed 
so it fits neatly over the window.

Once all the covers are in place, add the numbers
1 to 24 onto the dark squares in random positions,
then add the 25 to the centre cover.

If you want the recipient to have a small gift each
day, simply add a peel-off or hand written letter to 
the back of each cover before putting in place. Keep
a note of all the letters used, then wrap the presents
and add a matching letter to each one. Make sure to
save the best present for number 25.

6



3D Paper Baubles
By Gwenda Roberts
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR107P Red Scrolls.

Peel Off Stickers: XL323U-01 Leaf & Ribbon
Swags, ZL758U-81 Lettering and ZL649U-81
Rope Borders.

Scrap of White Card.

Round Paper Punch: PPW119 Approx 25mm.

Red and Green Colouring Pencils or Pens.

Card Mount: SF06U-43 Linen Embossed White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Stick the two bows cut from the swag earlier onto
a scrap of white card and use the waste pieces to 
infill these, the small bows on the card front and the
ribbon twists in the centre of the swags. Cut out the
large bows and glue them over the ones on the card,
which will cover all the messy joins.

Punch 15 circles from red scrolls paper. Fold each
circle exactly in half, white sides out, be as exact as
possible or the white edges will show too much. 

Take one folded circle, cover one side in glue and
place another folded one exactly over it. Stick five 
circles together in this way to complete the bauble
then make another two baubles in the same way. 

Rub the curved edges of the baubles with a red
stamp pad to cover the white edges, or leave them 
if you like the striped look it gives. Cover the white
backs of the first and last half-circles on each bauble
with glue and stick the opened bauble to the ends of
the ‘strings’, press firmly onto the card.

Add the Christmas lettering below the baubles, in
the language of your choice (mine is Welsh). 

Take one of the leaf swags from the sticker sheet
and stick it along the top edge of the card front, plac-
ing it in the centre. On another of the same stickers,
while it is still on the sheet, cut the bows off each 
end and trim the whole thing in half. Stick one half 
to each side of the one on the card. It will not match
exactly at the bow but these bows will be covered by
another layer later, so just make it look right.

Colour the border with pens or pencils, whichever
suits you, making the leaves green and the berries
red to go with the Christmas theme.

Cut three bits of rope border to 8cm long and
place these coming down from each bow and one
from the centre of the swag. Stick a little bow from
the swag sheet over each ‘string’. 

This idea also works very nicely using a snowflake
punch on white glitter paper for the baubles and
wide, silver glitter snowflake borders (ZL802U-42).



Perpetual Christmas
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR197P Grey/White Dots,
SR187P Red/White Dots, SR209P Grey Stripes.

Découpage Paper: DCD547 and DCD548. 

Die-Cut Toppers: CDT510G Bears. 

Creative Images: CIM520A Christmas Bears.

Card: 1 x A4 Black and 2 x A4 White.

25mm Circle Punch.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL404U-03 15mm Numbers
and XL281U-02 Happy Christmas.

Brads: BRA037 Red x 4. 

Deckle Edge Scissors.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut four 72mm x 144mm pieces of white card and
score all four pieces at 36mm from the top and bot-
tom edges as shown. I’ve coloured mine on all the 
diagrams so it’s clear which piece you are working 
on as you go through the instructions. 

Fold along all the score lines and flatten them out.
Place the pink and blue cards horizontally as shown
butting them together with the fold lines up. Make 
a pencil mark to divide both end panels exactly in
half on these two pieces and add glue to the outer
squares as shown, keeping the glue within the lines.

Take the other two pieces and lay them vertically
over the top of the two horizontal pieces with the
folds down. Be sure to line them up exactly, turn the
card over to check the alignment and allow to dry.

Before decorating the card, it needs folding and
marking. At each level refer to the diagram and corre-
sponding photograph. 

This special Christmas card is very clever in its de-
sign and you won't really be able to appreciate how
interesting it is until you have made one. You'll defi-
nitely have as much fun making it as the recipient will
have trying to work out just how you did it.

Up

Up

Up

Up

Down

Down

Down

Down

1: Place the card as shown and number the panels
showing. Open A and B with your thumbs and use
your fingers to push 1 and 2, 3 and 4, right around to
the back of the card to reveal level two. The yellow
and green panels are not folded at this stage but the
pink and blue are folded along the lines as shown.

Lightly write the numbers and letters onto the card
where shown at each step as you fold, they will be
covered later by the paper and/or images.

1 2

3 4

A B

1

Fold
(Pink & Blue)

Don’t Fold Don’t Fold 

2

3 4

A C

D

B

2: This is how the card will look as a result of the pre-
vious fold. Number all the panels as shown. Open 
up C & D and push back the top panels 5/6/7 and
bottom panels 10/11/12 (without folding the pink or
blue panels) to reveal a cross shape (see step 3). 

9

10 11 12

C

D

5 6 7

8
C

D

FoldFold

FoldFold

Don’t Fold

Don’t Fold

E F 9

10 11 12

5 6 7

8

1

1

2
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DECORATING THE CARD:

Aways cut the paper a little smaller than the panels
to leave a 2mm border of card showing. Use double
sided tape throughout as glue can tend to ‘buckle’ a
little and you need the panels to lay very flat to allow
easy movement. Use the large photos for guidance, 
the steps below are numbered to match the photos. 

1: Cover each panel with grey spot paper. Choose six 
of the small vertical images and, while they are still on
the sheet, trim the outer border of each to within 1mm
of the inner border. Stick each of these onto black card
and trim again to leave a very narrow black border.
Stick three images across the panel marked 1, and the
other three across panel 2. 

Choose two of the large stickers, trim the borders and
mount onto black card as before. Stick one to panel A
and one to B in the positions shown. Cut a 20mm deep
strip of white. Snip off a 40mm length and add a black
‘Happy Christmas’ peel-off. Snip off a 50mm length and
add the ‘2012’ peel-offs. stick each of these to black
card and trim to leave a 2mm black border then stick to
panels 3 and 4.

2: Cover panels numbered 5, 7, 10 and 12 with a
square of black card. Cut pieces of the grey stripe
paper to fit panels 6/C, and 11/D, stick the lower one 
in place but not the upper one. Mount two of the large
sized stickers onto black card, push a brad through 
the corner of both and through the striped paper in the

3: Number
the panels as
shown then
open E & F 
to reveal the
square shape
of step four
(see below).

8 9E F

14

13 15

16

1 2

3 4

A B

21 22

18

20

17 19

4: Number the panels as shown once more. Open the
card from the middle as shown and you are back at 
the beginning (step 1).

Familiarise yourself with the way the card opens; 
always keep the card forward facing and upright, 
opening first side to side, then up and down, then 
side to side etc. Thumbs to open - fingers to push
back. Continue opening the card up from the centre
and folding back the side panels until it moves smooth-
ly and easily. Trim any overhanging edges if they catch
the card anywhere.

1

2

3

3

4

4
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position shown and stick the paper with the tags attached
to the top panel. 

Stick the teddy image shown (from the découpage sheet)
and a 65mm long piece of holly border onto black card and
cut around to leave a narrow black border. Stick these to the
bottom panel as shown. Leave panels 8 and 9 as they will 
be covered in the next step.

3: Cover all the panels showing with pieces of grey spotty
paper. Take two tags from the découpage sheet and push a
red brad through the hole in each. Fold the card back to 
step 2 and stick one tag to each side panel (8 & 9) so you
know they are in just the right place, then re-fold to step 3.
Stick two 65mm long sections of holly border onto black
card and trim as before. Stick these vertically onto E and F
as shown. Cut four 32mm black squares with deckle edge
scissors. Use the deckle scissors to trim four medium im-
ages to fit into each square with a black border showing.
Stick one of these images to each small panel 13, 14, 15 
and 16.

4: Cut some grey spotty paper for panels 18 & 21 and stick
in place. Add a small deckled picture (made in the same 
way as in step 3) to the top right. Add a border from the 
découpage sheet onto the bottom edge of the panel, you
could write the recipient's name on this panel. On the bot-
tom panel (21) stick a small tag with a brad, just underneath
a découpage teddy image, line him up on the bottom edge of
the card, trimming the bottom of the foot slightly if needed.

Cut striped paper for panels 17, 19, 20 and 22 and stick in
place then add 7mm wide strips of black card to the inner
edges of these four panels.

BLACK & RED CARD:

Not all the panels are covered on this design, either mark
the panels very lightly so they can be rubbed out, or lightly
stick little peel off letters and numbers on instead and re-
move them as you decorate. Make the base card as before,
but using four pieces of black card.

1: Cover panels 1, 2, 3 & 4 with the red spotty paper and
add an 18mm wide strip of paper to the outer sides of A & B.
Mount a length of holly border onto black card and attach
horizontally to each of the top and bottom panels. Push out
the large foiled bears panel and cut exactly in half. Position
the two halves onto panels A & B butting them up to the
inner edges.

2: Stick red spotty paper to panels 6/C & 11/D
and to 8 & 9. Push out the oval snowman die
cut and stick to 6/C. Mount a ‘Merry Christ-
mas’ panel from the découpage sheet on 
to black card and stick to the top of 11/D.
Stick a strip of holly border to black card and
cut to fit onto the side panels 8 & 9 as shown.
Punch two 25mm circles from black card,
stick a small figure from the découpage sheet
onto each and stick the circles onto the card
as shown. 

3: Cover all the panels with red spotty paper,
(the side panels from level two are visible on
this level). Mount the teddy topper on to black
card then stick to E. Cut out the Christmas
Wishes' wording from one of the découpage
images, mount onto black card cut to size
with deckle edge scissors and stick onto
panel F.

4: Cover panels 17, 19, 20 and 22 with red
spotty paper. Stick the large découpage ted
and snowman onto 21 and trim off the lower
edge to the card. Add a die cut panel to 18 
for the recipients name. 

1

2 3 4



New Year Fireworks
By Lesley Ansell
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Silver Sequin Stars or Paper
Punch and Holographic Card.

Sewing Needle.

Metallic Threads: MEM03 Gold,
MEM04 Silver, MEM05 Red,
MEM06 Green, MEM07 Royal
Blue, MEM10 Purple (in place 
of turquoise).

Peel Off Stickers: XL563U-03 Letters and
ZL175U-52, -54, -55 Stars.

Paper Pricking Tool & Mat.

Card Blank: DF08U-35 Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Place a piece of tracing paper over the pattern 
and trace all the dots. Lay this centrally over the front
of the centre panel, and hold in place with a little
masking tape. 

Prick through the pattern and card together at
every dot, make each centre dot with a larger tool if
you have one, or enlarge the hole a little.

Remove the pattern and stitch the fireworks. Each
shape is worked from any hole in the outer ring into
the centre, back through the next hole in the outer
ring and in through the centre, until all the holes are
used. Where the fireworks overlap, two colours will
use the same outer hole. The thread should be held
in place with a little clear tape on the back of the
panel.

Once all the shapes are stitched, stick the back
flap into place to cover the back of the stitches and
add the sequin stars, use UHU to stick them or small,
black sticky fixers. Silver holographic or glitter peel
off stars would work just as well if you don’t have se-
quins or a suitable star punch. 

Use the different colour small glitter stars to scatter
around and between the fireworks.

Actual Size

This lovely design shows pretty,
starburst fireworks against a night
sky, a perfect celebrations card.



Dawn French
Designer Profile
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My card making began 
with a chance remark 
from my husband 9 years 
ago whilst on a shopping 
trip to town. Frustrated 
at not being able to find 
a suitable card, he was 
prompted to suggest I 
could solve the problem 
by making my own.

Over the years I have 
enjoyed many hobbies, 
some indoor, some out-
door. Baking was my first love and has remained with
me to this day, my inspiration for this craft came from
my grandparents, who until retiring had been master
bakers. Baking days were always a treat as I was al-
lowed to help. In later years I was given the chance 
to cook for the WI, and also produced food for a local
tea room. 

Making cakes led me onto cake decorating where
my speciality was wedding cakes, eventually becom-
ing a member of the British Sugarcraft Guild. I made
all the flowers for the cakes but of course had no
knowledge of wiring them up to display as sprays 
or bouquets, so I did a course in floral art.

Sport has always played a major part in my life
leading to marathon running and charity fun runs. 
I have a very sporting family and this pastime was
something we could all enjoy together, although my
contribution to weekend cross country runs was lim-
ited to washing all the muddy clothes at the end!
However, the highlight has to be running the London
marathon with my husband.

Over the years I have also enjoy-
ed knitting, dressmaking and soft 
furnishing when time allowed. 

A lacemaker friend showed me the first basic steps
in lacemaking and I joined a class to learn more, I
even made greetings cards with lace initials, you
would have thought that cardmaking was just around
the corner, but 
it was a long 
way off!

After 30 years 
of living in the 
south of Eng-
land we retired 
to Yorkshire and 
bought a home 
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The design sheets made up such lovely cards and
they very quickly became firm favourites with all who
received them. I was amazed at the commissions 
I got for them, and it helped with the cost of more 
materials. So popular were they that I could have
continued to make them and nothing else, but my 
enthusiasm for card making was growing and I 
was eager to try different techniques. I tried rubber
stamping, and found it very confusing, I had to 
wonder if I would ever master the technique, but 
I persevered and it has become a great favourite.

within the North York Moors 
National Park. We had spent 
many happy holidays walk-
ing in the area so we in-
stantly felt at home.

Our new neighbours intro-
duced us to the very busy, 
local bowling club, where 
we soon fitted in. It was 
shortly after this that the 
suggestion of making my 
own cards came up, it was a 
challenge I couldn’t 
resist, but I hadn’t a 
clue where to start, 
items like sticky fix-
ers, double sided 
tape, etc., the list 
was endless, and 
all quite unfamiliar 
to me.

Help came from 
Sandra, one of the 
girls at the bowling 
club, who also 
happened to be 
a cardmaker, we 
met for coffee and at my request she came with her 
box of handmade cards, after a lot of “oohs” and 
“aahs” I was hooked. Sandra was a subscriber to the
Craft Creations magazine, and with her help I sent off
an order for basic materials and some découpage
sheets, which I loved, to get me started.

Sometime later I was asked 
by the manageress of our in-
door bowls club to do some 
Christmas workshops for fel-
low bowlers, I had to think 
of a few different ideas that 
could be made up quickly and 
replicated by the girls when 
they got home. By this time I 
had become a subscriber to
the Craft Creations magazine, 
and was relieved that my most 
recent magazine was full of 
lovely xmas designs using 
peel-offs, an order was quickly 
dispatched and very soon I 
learnt another technique.

The workshop was a great 
success, but unfortunately Christmas was soon upon
us and card making came to an end all too quickly.
As our last session ended the manageress asked if 
I would start running some classes in the New Year.

I initially turned the offer down due to lack of confi-
dence and experience, but I liked the idea of being
with like-minded people who would share my enthu-
siasm for a craft that I now loved, and after some
thought decided to give it a go especially as the
Christmas workshops had gone so well.

A date was set for the first class which I presumed
would be the girls from the Xmas workshops, unfortu-

nately the press
secretary at the
club had advertised
it in the local paper
and 27 people
turned up on that
never to be forgot-
ten day. 

Needless to say
I’d never felt so
nervous, how could
I tell them that I
couldn’t possibly
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take on a class of 27. I just hoped that a few would
fall by the wayside!

An iris folded card was my first choice for our 
first class, and I provided all the necessary materials.
A few indeed fell by the way-
side, but 24 enthusiastic 
crafters came through the 
door the next time round. 
Thankfully I was given the 
large function room to work 
in, so space was not a prob-
lem. To my relief the class 
ran smoothly, everyone 
enjoyed the afternoon and 
was pleased with their first 
attempts.

Despite think-
ing that num-
bers would fall 
they remained 
on the high 
side. The class 
ran remarkably 
smoothly. I can’t 
remember what 
cards followed the iris folded cards, but whatever
they were, they were quite acceptable, with everyone
managing to complete a card in the 2 hours.

I made the necessary project cards in advance of
the next class and continued to provide all the mate-
rials, mostly bought from Craft Creations, with the
extra 10% subscriber discount helping to keep my
costs down. It seemed no sooner than I had finished
one class that I had to start preparation for the next,
but it was a labour of love for me.

A parting remark by one of the girls one day was
“wouldn’t it be a good idea to have a little shop in the
class.” Soon a little shop selling Craft Creations prod-
ucts became a big shop. It was a great success, any
profit made was put into the club box and we all ben-
efited from the 10% discount offered by the maga-
zine. At Christmas any spare cash we had was put
towards a craft related Christmas present.

Never would I have believed the success we had, 
4 years later I still had a regular class of 25. Looking

back I really don’t
know how it ran

so smoothly, over 
the years everyone 
had found their 
own level, a few 
were now able to 
work without too 
much help, whilst 
some needed a lit-
tle more. We had 
covered many techniques, with everyone having their
own particular favourites. I did find it very hard work
but loved every minute.

During this time my husband had become quite 
a good cook, and was pretty good with the vacuum
cleaner. He was also great at cutting and folding card
and dealing with all the technical stuff. He was part 
of the class and was always on hand for anything
that became a little difficult.

Summertime was especially busy. We were still
both heavily involved with bowls, but somehow man-
aged to fit it all in. At Christmas time I was invited to

do charity workshops for
the Lions, which I did for 
a few years. Feeling a lot
more confident now I also
did some demonstrations
for local clubs.

In 2009 I entered a Craft
Creations Competition 
for the first time, and 
was both amazed and 
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cards for the Scarborough chemo dept. who looked
after her so well. The proceeds of the cards went to
providing refreshments and items to make the pa-
tients visits a little more comfortable. She is greatly
missed, and since her death we too have been mak-
ing cards for the dept. It’s our way of remembering
her, and gives us an opportunity to say thank you for
the wonderful work they do.

Lastly thank you to Craft Creations for a great
magazine, had I not discovered it all those years ago
I doubt very much if I would have taken up the offer
of writing this profile.

delighted to win first 
prize. Sadly, also in 
2009 my husband 
was diagnosed with a 
serious lung disease, 
impossible for the 
consultant to say how 
progressive it was 
going to be, but I knew 
I wanted to spend 
more time with him. 

The card class was taking up so much of my time,
numbers were still high, and I was faced with a very
difficult decision. Giving more time to my husband
had to be my priority, and so I made the decision to
give up the class.

We had 5 good years; everyone had learnt a lot
and made new friends. Many of us kept in touch over
the following weeks, having coffee and of course 

talking cards. Before we 
knew it the coffee and chats 
were becoming regular and 
once again we started ex-
changing card ideas.

Today I have the best of 
both worlds, I can spend a 

lot more time with my 
husband, our little 
group has become 

regular once again, but 
without the pressure and 

work a larger group entailed. 
Everyone joins in with project cards and we make
time to experiment on different design techniques.

Over the last few years I have arranged all day
Christmas workshops in the local village hall, which
have become quite a social event. Everyone has a
fun day out whilst also making lots of cards which
would be impossible to make in the usual allotted
time. This year especially we’re looking forward to
making up some designs using Christmas materials
featured in an earlier Craft Creations magazine.

Sadly this year we shall be without one of our card-
making friends who had been with us from almost the
very beginning. The last 
couple of years had 
seen her battling with 
cancer, she loved her 
cardmaking and made 



Snowflake Spinner
By Linda Lacey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR157P Pale Snowflakes and
SR158P Dark Snowflakes. 

Peel Off Stickers: XL700U-02 Star Borders,
XL632U-02 Narrow Borders and 
ZL734U-63 Wording.

Invisible Thread.

Card Mount x 4: AP03U-69 Hi-5 Cryogen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

When this card is displayed on a shelf, the centre
snowflake will spin whenever it is caught by a slight
breeze and, although it uses 4 cards, it is well worth
making for a special person.

Thread

D/S Tape

D/S Tape

Score

Align all four card blanks on the cutting mat and
cut off both end panels from each, ensure that all 
four apertures are in exactly the same position when
they are stacked together. Save the waste card, some
of it will be used for the snowflakes.

Cut two panels of pale and two of dark snowflake
paper to 135mm x 190mm. Firmly stick one of these
to each of the four aperture panels, cut away the
paper covering the apertures then place the panels
under something heavy until the glue is dry. 

While they are drying, trace the snowflake from the
diagram, transfer to the waste card four times and
cut out, (if you have a cutting machine and a similar
size snowflake pattern you can make the snowflakes
using that method instead).

Score down the centre of each snowflake as 
shown and fold in half.

Cut some invisible thread 
to about 20cm long. Use a 
little double sided tape on 
the fold of one snowflake, 
above and below the 
centre hole as shown 
and stick the 
thread to this on 
the fold leaving 
the thread ends long. 

Cover one half of the 
snowflake with glue and 
stick another folded 
snowflake over the sticky 
half. Add the other two in 
the same way then stick the Actual Size

free top half to the other half of the first snowflake to
form a ‘circle’ with the thread in the middle.

Mark the exact centre of each of the four panels
and score, then fold them with the snowflake paper
inside. Add double sided tape to the fold above and
below the aperture on the white side of one of the
panels and stick the snowflake string in place so the
snowflake is central in the aperture.

Stick the four folded aperture panels together in 
the same way as you did for the 
snowflake. Add a star 

border, curving it 
around the aper-

ture on all 
four panels 

as shown. 

Stick a narrow 
silver border 

around the edge of 
each paper panel. Add 
the words towards the 
bottom of each panel 
to finish.



Thread Motifs
By Muriel Adderley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR274P Cream Holly.

Card: CRE01CA4 Deep Red and 
CEM04A4 Linen Cream.

Gold Thread: MEM03 & Sewing Needle.

3mm Beads x 5: BEA38 Red Rocailles

Stickers: ZL793U-41 Dotty Borders.

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-25 Bordeaux.

Card Mount: SF01U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut 70mm x 210mm of holly paper and cover the
open edge of the front panel with it. Cut a 4mm wide
strip of red card and stick onto the holly paper at
10mm from the bottom. Add dotty borders onto the
top edge of the paper and across the red strip then
trim the stickers and paper to the card edges. 

Cut one 50mm x 65mm panel and two 45mm x
65mm panels from red card. Use sticky fixers to
mount the larger panel onto the card, placing it in 
the centre from side to side and 35mm from the 
fold. Mount the others, one each side of the previous
panel, at the same height and central in the gaps.

Cut one panel from cream card measuring 45mm x
60mm and two at 40mm x 60mm. Trace the dot pat-
terns from the diagrams. Place the holly motif over
the wider panel, hold in place with a little masking
tape and prick through each hole. Prick the other two
designs onto the smaller panels in the same way.

STITCHING INSTRUCTIONS:

Candle: Bring the needle up at 1, down at 2, up at 3,
down at 4 and so on, around each of the sections.
Work the flame from the central hole ‘C’ to each outer

hole in turn as shown. Edge the candle with a long
stitch from corner to corner all the way around.

Holly: For the vein in each holly leaf, come up at 1,
down at 3, up at 2, down at 4, up at 3, down at 5 
etc. The leaves are worked in the same way but, to
keep them neat, each ‘point (pink dot)’ on the leaf is
worked from one direction then the other. Start as 
before, up at 1, down at 3, up at 2, down at 4, then
switch direction by coming up at 6 and back down 
at 4. Continue as before, up at 5, down at 7, up at 
6, down at 8, then as 8 is a ‘point’ switch direction
again, coming up at 10 and down at 8, then up at 9,
down at 11. Continue around the leaf in this way.
Stitch the rocaille beads at the centre as you finish.

Bell: Stitch the bell by bringing the needle up at 1,
down at 2, up at 3, down at 4 and so on all the way
around. The clanger is worked from a central hole 
to each outer stitch in turn as shown. Work the two
stitches at the top of the bell in order as shown, then
finish with the top two stitches. Work an outline
around all of the bell pieces using back stitch.

Mount each panel onto a red panel on the card
using sticky fixers. Tie a knot into three short pieces
of ribbon and glue one just above each panel.
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Readers’ Gallery
Inspiration From Our Readers

Left: Pam Finden, Hampshire.
Hand-cut card baubles, mounted onto
a card blank with sticky fixers. Finished
with a small raised wording panel and
peel-off sticker borders for the strings.

Below: Joan Marshall, Devon.
A festive découpage design, decorated
with lots of gems and gold stars. All 
finished with a red organza bow.

Below: 
Judy Porter, North Yorkshire.
A tent fold card with a foiled ‘Christmas Wishes’
panel and decorative card corners. The main
image is created from black peel-off stickers.

Right: Lesley Turner, Essex.
To create the holly border I used a punch 
along one edge of the card blank and stuck 
a piece of green card underneath this. The
‘NOEL’ letters are made from die-cut green 
glitter board.

Below: Shirley Perry, Essex.
A metallic thread design stitched onto 
a card panel, which is in turn decorated
and edged with peel-off stickers.

Left: Pat Billingham, Lancashire.
A textured card bauble with a black rib-
bon and bow, mounted on card panels
and finished with foil shapes, brads and
peel-off stickers.

Below: Patricia Terry, Worcestershire.
The champagne glass image has been
embossed onto a card circle, which is
in turn mounted on a die-cut shape. To
make the background I covered part 
of the card with a metallic dotty paper,
and edged this with a peel-off sticker
border.
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Left: 
Gail Tasker, 
Norway.
To create the gold pan-
els I mounted some
Craft Creations peel-off 
stickers onto pieces of
4cm gold ribbon, then 
in turn mounted this
onto card panels which 
I cut with a wavy edge
cutter. The red backing
is a Christmas word
paper with torn edges. 

Right: 
Anne Hughes, Gwynedd.
A window card featuring a
Christmas tree découpage 
design. The acetate window 
is cut slightly wider than the
card, and held in place with 
the punched red flaps to make
it bow outwards.

Below: 
June Harris, Hampshire.
I hand cut this small
side-stepper card and
decorated the different
folds with embellish-
ments and peel-off
stickers on card. The
large wording panel at
the side is stamped in
silver ink.

Left: 
Pauline Matthews, Dorset.
To make this card I mounted 
a découpage image of baby
Jesus onto a creative paper
panel which I cut and folded
using a Lacé template.

Left: Kate Gannon, Portugal.
A découpage polar bear on a
background of crinkled paper
and foil. Decorated with a light
coating of glitter for added
sparkle.

Above: Kath Lampard, Clwyd.
A single fold card with a diag-
onally cut front, decorated 
with peel-off stickers, cut out
images and a creative border. 

Right: 
Frances Spavins, 
Buckinghamshire.
I am a 95 year old great grand-
mother and I still enjoy making
my own greetings cards. For
this card I used a variety of
gold peel-off stickers and
coloured the central image
with pens.
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Right: Barbara Spencer, Lincolnshire.
I hand-cut and painted all the flowers and holly
leaves on this card, combining them with pun-
ched spray leaves to create a complete floral
arrangement.

Above and left:
Ruth Darling,
Gloucester.
I cut and scored two
pieces of creative
card, gluing one into
the other to create 
this Christmas window
scene. The aperture is
hand-cut and the tree
inside this is created
by sticking two peel-
off stickers together
back-to-back.

Above: Linda Sefton, North Yorkshire.
The panels and Christmas tree shapes are pun-
ched from coloured tartan card. Layered onto a
scalloped edged card with a wording panel and
glitter highlights.

Below: Norah Watchorn, Nottinghamshire.
The peel-off sticker robins and holly are colour-
ed in with pens, which I also used to hand draw
the branches. To finish I added small dots of
glitter glue for the berries.

Below left:
Kate Hinson, 
Nottinghamshire.
A quilled Christmas scene with
white glitter snow.

Above: Barbara Taylor, Cumbria.
The reindeer and sleigh are die-cut and tied to-
gether with metallic thread. Mounted on a raised
panel, with peel-off sticker snowflakes.
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Crafting Essentials
Basic Tools And Supplies 

CUTTING MATS
CM001 A3 Cutting mat: Great for larger projects.
CM002 A4 Fiskars cutting mat: Perfect for cardmaking projects.

CRAFT KNIVES & BLADES
KNI01 Hobby knife & blades: General purpose, with blade.
KNI20 Spare blades for KNI01: Good for découpage.
KNI15 Olfa mini touch-knife: Self retracting blade for safety.
KNI21 Fiskars craft knife: Has a soft comfort grip.
KNI22 Fiskars spare blades for KNI21 & KNI23.
KNI23 Fiskars finger knife: Special design with a finger hole.
KNI24 Fiskars swivel knife: As above, but with a swivel blade.
KNI25 Fiskard spare blades for KNI24.
TRM1630 Fiskars paper cutter & ribbon curler: A handy gadget.

EMBOSSING TOOLS
SBT101 Fiskars embossing stylus: Pack of 2 double ended tools.
HOT03 Embossing heater: For heat embossing stamped images.
HOT02 Dual speed heat gun: As above, but with two speeds. 

GLUE DOTS AND HOOK & LOOP
ADH28 Glue Dots: Didi enthusiast pack.
ADH29 Glue Dots: Mini enthusiast pack.
ADH30 Glue Dots: Craft enthusiast pack.
ADH31 Glue Dots: Craft & mini dots.
ADH34 Glue Dots: Hook & loop, white.
ADH35 Hook & loop dots: black.
ADH36 Hook & loop dots: white.

GLUES & ADHESIVES
ADH01 UHU clear adhesive: Black top - Good general purpose
adhesive, spirit based so it won’t distort your work. Great for
sticking difficult items like gems, fabrics etc. Tends to form
‘strings’ of glue as the nozzle is pulled away, so care is needed.
ADH07 UHU glue stick: General purpose glue stick.
ADH09 Glue gun & 3 glue sticks: For craft use 240v.
ADH10 Clear glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH12 Coloured glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH15 UHU power spray adhesive: General purpose, you will
need to protect the area around the items to be sprayed.
ADH19 Dries clear adhesive: Good for sticking glitter to acetate
sheets, and for seed beads.
ADH37 UHU extra all purpose adhesive: Similar to ADH01, but in
a thickish, non-stringing gel.
ADH41 Collall silicone adhesive kit 80ml: Odourless silicone glue
with a plastic key for squeezing and a syringe style applicator.
ADH40 Sakura quickie glue pen: Works like a pen.
SG001 Silicone adhesive, 25ml: Original style silicone glue.
SG002 Silicone adhesive, 50ml: Original style silicone glue.
PVA01 Craft adhesive, 125ml: Good general purpose glue. Use
sparingly, particularly on card and paper as it is water based.

PAINTBRUSHES
PBR09 Inscribe brush, size 9: For acrylic, silk and watercolour.
PBR10 Inscribe brush, size 10: For acrylic, silk and watercolour.
PBR11 Inscribe brush, size 11: For acrylic, silk and watercolour.

PENCILS
WRI21 HB Pencil.
WRI22 H Pencil.
WRI23 2H Pencil.
WRI24 B Pencil.
WRI25 2B Pencil.
WRI26 Set of 6 sketching pencils: B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B & 6B.

PENS – FOR PEEL-OFF STICKERS
LUM01 Lumocolor pens: Lovely colours - great results.

PENS
WRI18 Metallic marker: Extra fine, silver.
WRI62 Metallic marker: 5.0mm, gold.
WRI63 Metallic marker: 5.0mm, silver.
WRI64 Metallic marker: 1.8mm, white.

RULERS
RUL02 45cm (metric & imperial measurements): Cork backed
steel ruler - non slip for cutting.
RUL03 30cm Make Me ruler (metric only): We just love this see-
through plastic ruler. It has a steel edge to prevent damage while
cutting and is marked with a grid pattern so you can cut neat,
even borders without any measuring and marking out.

SCISSORS
SCI12 Fiskars: Non-stick 45mm blades - good for découpage.
SCI15 Fiskars snip scissors: Straight handles with a spring action
(a bit like garden secateurs). Soft grip with 45mm fine tip blades.
SCI23 Fiskars universal craft scissors with 80mm blades.
SCI16 Fiskars scissor sharpener: Neat design, simple to use.
Only for right-handed, straight blade scissors.
CCU03 Corner rounding scissors: Cuts four different styles of
corner, including standard ‘rounded’ corners. 

STICKY FIXERS & FOAM TAPE 
ADH05 12 × 25 × 2mm white pads x 50 pads.
ADH18 5 × 5 × 2mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH25 3 × 3 × 2mm white pads x 1089 pads.
ADH26 3 × 3 × 2mm black pads x 1089 pads.
ADH27 5 × 5 × 1mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH38 Foam Tape (white): 12mm × 2mm × 2metres long.

TAPES & PHOTO CORNERS
ADH13 Double sided tape: 6mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH16 Double sided tape: 12mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH33 Masking tape: 25mm wide × 50metres long.
PTM01 Photomount: 300mm wide × 1,300mm long.
SCA01 Photo corners: Clear plastic self adhesive corners in a
handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 corners.
SCA02 Mounting squares: 1cm squares of double sided sticky
paper in a handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 squares.

TRACING PAPERS
TR002A4 A4 90gsm: General purpose tracing paper.
TR003A4 A4 140gm: Often used for parchment craft.

TRIMMERS (FISKARS)
TRM5446 Personal paper trimmer: Cuts up to 210mm.
TRM9893 Large paper trimmer: Cuts up to 300mm.
TRM9675T Spare blades for above trimmers and 9690 & 9698.
TRM9596 Spare blades for old style trimmers 9598 & 9590.

TWEEZERS
TWE03 Set of 4 tweezers: Approx. 12cm long with different tips
and actions.

QUILLING TOOLS
QT004 Quilling holder/guide: Perspex workboard for making
neat, even shapes.
QT005 3mm Quilling tool (medium): Steel with a rubber end.
QT006 2mm Quilling tool (small): Steel with a rubber end.

When crafting there are certain tools and supplies we come back to again and again - essential cardmaking
supplies. To save repeating them over and over on every project and to help you find the basics quickly we’ve
gathered them together in one place. Please phone us or see our website for prices.
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